
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

We begin with a drop of viscid protoplasm the reactions of which
we do not understand, and we end lost in the delicacy of the structure

of the eye and the intricacies of the ten thousand million cells of the

human brain. We begin with photosjnithesis in a unicellular plant, or

with a change in the viscosity produced by light in the outer layers of

the amoeba, and we end with the mystery of human perception. We
begin some one or two thousand million years ago in the warm waters of

the Archeozoic era and we end with the speculations of tomorrow. And
as we travel together tracing the responses of living things to light from

the energy liberated by a simple photochemical reaction to the faculty

of appreciating and interpreting complex perceptual patterns, neither

in fact nor in fiction does a story more fascinating unfold. It is a story

which traces a development from a vague sentiency to apperception,

from vegetative existence to the acquisition of the power to mould the

environment, from passive reactivity to the ability to create history.

Nor is there a story more important. Even at the physiological level

some 38% of our sensory input is derived from the retinae,^ impulses

from which, even in the complete absence of visual stimuli, are largely

responsible for maintaining a tonic influence upon the level of

spontaneous activity in the brain. ^ From the psychological point of

view the importance of vision is still greater. If, indeed, the proper

study of mankind is Man, and if (as we must agree) his behaviour and

his contact with the outside world are mediated through his senses,

what can be more fundamental than the study of the sense which, more

than any other, determines his intelligence and regulates his conduct, of

the faculty which eventually played the preponderant role in assuring

his dominance and determining his physical dexterity and intellectual

supremacy ? We are indeed highly visual creatures.

It would seem appropriate to introduce a book devoted to the evolution of

vision with a portrait of charles darwin (1809-1882) (Fig. 1), the great English

naturalist who, like Newton in the world of physics, was one of the very few men
who revolutionized world thought in the subject on which he worked—and
beyond. But Darwin has a special claim to introduce this chapter, for at a time

when the conduct of animals was generally ascribed to the existence of vital

forces or psychic activities, and when the orientation of plants was thought to

be due to the direct influence of physical stimuli such as light and heat upon the

^ According to the calculations of Bruesch and Arey (J. cx>mp. Neurol., 77, 631,

1942).
2 See Claes [Arch, intern. Physiol., 48, 181, 1939) and many others, admirably

summarized in Grauit {Receptors and Sensory Perception, New Haven, 1955).
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Fig. 1.—Charles Darwin (1809-1882).

(From a portrait by John Collier in the Linnean Society.)
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plant as a whole, he transformed biology to a more factvial plane based on
observation and experiment, and was the first to show that in the higher plants

receptor tissues existed separately from motor tissues, and that the orientation

of plants to light was due to the transference over some distance of stimuli

appreciated by the former to be made effective by the latter. These observations

which appeared in the last of the classical books derived from his pen ^ form a

typical example of the revolutionary nature of Darwin's philosophy—the result

of a unique combination of experimental genius with penetrative powers of

interpretation which have rarely been equalled—and from these observations

have directly followed our understanding of the development of the sensory

organs and their effect on the evolution of the higher species in the animal scale.

The son of a doctor in the English country town of Shrewsbury, he went to

the University of Edinburgh to study medicine ; this, however, he forsook and
went to Cambridge with the intention of entering the Church ; but here Sedgwick
and Henslow, the professors of geology and botany, inspired him again with a

love of natural history which eventually was to become a passion. Darwin's

assessment of the qualities responsible for his own success is worth remembering :

" the love of science, unbounded patience in long reflecting over any subject,

industry in observing and collecting facts and a fair share of invention as well

as of common sense ". And again : "I have steadily endeavoured to keep my
mind free so as to give vip any hypothesis, however much beloved (and I cannot

resist foi-ming one on every subject), as soon as facts are shown to be opposed

to it ".-

THE RESPONSES OF ORGANISMS TO LIGHT

LIGHT—the visible radiant energy derived from the sun—is respon-

sible for the whole existence of living things on the earth, and without

question photosynthesis in plants—the reaction whereby the carbon

dioxide and water which permeate the atmosphere and the earth's

crust are converted into the organic substances which constitute the

basis of all living things—is the most fundamental and important

chemical process on our planet. Not only was photosynthesis respon-

sible for the origin of 'life but it maintains the perpetual cycle of the

activities of living things. By oxidation, living structures are con-

tinuously broken down to their initial constituents (carbon dioxide

and water), the process being accompanied by the liberation of the

energy required by organisms to perform their varied activities ; by
photosynthesis the carbon dioxide and water produced by the oxidation

of living matter are perpetually reunited by an opposite process of

reduction with the return of oxygen to the atmosphere, the high energy

requirements necessary being supplied by the capacity of the chloro-

phyll group of pigments in green plants to absorb sunlight. This

reaction whereby the chlorophyll system stores and then liberates

light-energy is thus not only the source of the activities of all living

things but supplies much of the energy at the disposal of the civilized

world in the stores of coal and petroleum formed throughout the ages.

^ Pouer of Movements in Plants, London, 1880.
^ Life and Letters of Darwin, by Francis Darwin, 1887.
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It would be out of place to enter fully into the mechanism of photosynthesis
by chlorophyll here ; for a recent summary the reader is referred to the mono-
graph by Hill and Whittingham.i The chlorophyll group of pigments are tetra-
pyrrolic compounds in which magnesium is present in non-ionic form ; they are
related to hgemin which, however, contains a central iron atom. The completed
process whereby carbohydrates are synthesized has long been known and may
be represented by the equation :

.rCOj + .rHaO + radiant energy -^ Ca;H2j;0a; + .rOj + stored energy.

The intimate mechanism, however, has only recently begun to be analysed, an
advance largely due to the use of radio-active carbon (i*C) as a " tracer ".

Although many of the details are still obscure, particularly the way in which
chlorophyll absorbs radiant energy and directs it into chemical processes, the
basic reactions are known and can indeed be carried out in the test-tube. The
essential process is the photolysis of water. Chlorophyll induces the energy
derived from light to break the hydrogen-oxygen bonds in the molecule of water

;

the hydrogen therefrom is used to convert the single carbon atoms of CO 2 into

long-chained carbohydrates through the medium of phosphoglyceric acid and
the oxygen is liberated as a free gas ; meantime a store of chemical energy is

provided by the photosynthesis of energy-rich compounds such as adenosine
triphosphate, the break-down of which by simple hydrolysis releases large

amounts of energy to drive the process. It is probable that these and the many
other compounds fovind in jjlants are formed by enzyme-reactions from one or

more of the constituents of the photosynthetic cycle at either the C3 or Cg level.

^

Apart from this basic activity which characterizes the vegetable

world, light produces photochemical reactions of great variety in

living organisms. The energy thus liberated produces in the most
primitive creatures the only response available—a change of general

activity, frequently of motion, just as do other stimuli, mechanical,

gravitational, thermal, chemical or electrical ; in the higher forms a

multitude of activities may be initiated or influenced.

These responses we will review under four main headings. In the

first place, the response may take the form of a change in general

metabolic activity, usually, but not invariably, an increase of activity

under the influence of light. As a natural extension of this, the diurnal

cycle of light and darkness has in the course of evolution so impressed

itself upon a number of the fundamental activities of many organisms

(including man) that these show a corresponding rhythm which has

eventually become innate and endogenous (photoperiodism). In the

second place, the response may be expressed as a variation in movement.

In its simplest form this is also merely a change in general activity

wherein movements are random in nature and undirected (photo

-

kinesis) ; as an evolutionary extension of this the movements initiated

by light come under the directional control of the stimulus so that the

organism is orientated by light in a definite way ; such movements

1 Photosynt}(e.sis. London, 1955. See also Proc. roy. Soc. B, 157, 291 (1963).
2 For reviews, see Arnon (An?i. Rev. plant Physiol.. 7, 325, 1956, Nature (Lond.),

184, 10, 1959), Rosenberg (Ibid., 8, 1957).
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may affect the component parts of sessile organisms (phototropism)

or may be expressed in translatory movements by motile organisms

(phototaxes). In the third place, light acting directly or indirectly is

the most potent stimulus for altering the pigmentary distribution in

both plants and animals—an understandable reaction since pigment

has been evolved specifically for the absorption of light, either to

utiHze its energy or as a protection against its excess.

All these activities have become more complex as evolution has

proceeded. The most primitive required no specific organization
;

the more complex called for the acquisition of one or more receptor

organs, which in their most elementary stages need appreciate only

changes in the intensity of the light, but in their more advanced forms

must analyse the direction of its incidence and its spatial distribution.

Initially, in some unicellular organisms a diffuse reactivity sufficed
;

but as multicellular organisms developed, the stimulus must needs be

transported to the effector organs, either chemically by hormones or

by nervous activity. In this way the effects of light upon metabolism,

orientation and pigmentation became correlated through primitive

nerve-nets and then became integrated in the ganglia of the central

nervous system ; and eventually, when the nervous pathways from the

eyes were projected into a head-ganglion and ultimately into the fore-

brain, the highly complex faculties of vision and apperception evolved.
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